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¥ ta dhicwt om withheld 
a) aecwm ent 
i # Mnasking 

Civil ‘Rights records with James Turner's 7/16/76 letter: 

10/15/70 Wm O*Cooner memo to Jerris Leonard titled James Earl Ray ~ Conspiracy ~ Grand Jury 
File # 144+72=662 (41-177-147 stricken through) 0.M%B. Rubber stamped in. O'C. initialed 
same day. Copies are indicatec to these files: Records,Chrono, Turner, O'Connor, Murphy, 
—- Trial File. (What “trial file" with no federal case, 19 months after guilty 
plea? 

This is one of a series of memos on conferences with Bud Fensterwald. 2ecause they gave 
use some earlier this in iteself represents deliberate withholding from files searched 
earlicr. 

It begins with reference to O'Connor's 10/9 conversation, presumeably with Leonard, of 
10/9. If with Bud that memo is not here. 

“Fensterwald said that Ray assured him thét/that, there was a conspiracy involved in the 
killing of Dr. King and that Ray has told him that he will tell the story from *the 
stand.'" Bud thinks Ray may testify before grand jury. 

Bud wlabs about Ray*s other criminal acts being e conspiracy. Where he talks about what 
had been published O'Connor has a note saying "thi8 is confirmed by our files” and should 
be included. Check for compliance. Has Bud saying dancing lessons could be "a cover for 
an informatoon dropg" that “ing was shot from Ray's bedroom. Garbled story on room rental 
sttributed to Bud, as is Ray's knowledge that the rifle purchase was designed to attract 
attention to Ray. 
Here masking described as"DJ attorney's opinion of Bud's info, (b)(5) 
Bud says Ray told him he was instricted te be in front of rooming house at a certain 
time in the Sustang, that he was at ges station when shooting occurred and "the bundle 
of clothes was left behind by his confederate, according to Ray." 

Bud connecting of RFK, MLK assassinations through hypnotist followd by large masking 
attributed to (b){5), “ent. atty's “opinions regarding the possible effect of grand 
jury testimony." 
Has Bud taxing the initiative with a grand jury, O'Connor indicating it could be Long 
Beach, “snphis, New Orleans elsewhere “if overt acts of the conspiracy occurred there," 
Same as above, grand jury 

Monica Gallagher to 0*Coonor 10/22/70 File Nos 144~72=662341~157=147 “Teleyhone Con- 
versation with Mr, Fensterwald," of 10/21, initialled sane day as typed. Ray no grand 
jury interest but Bud persists in it, saying he pressed it on Ray. But viewed trial as 
“near certainty,” but not as optimistic “about the ultimate acquittal." 
masking attributed to privacy another person, (b)(7)(C) & (b)(5), atty*s opinion. 
11/4/70, O'Coonor-Leonarad DJ 144072662, #41-157~147, "Possible James Earl Rey Yestimony," 
Bud phoned 11/3 from LA:"Ray would never agree to testify...because he felt that ey 
believed unshekably that the only way he covid get out of jail would be to put someone 
elise in," so could grand jury question be kept open until he spoke to Ray again? 
Bud told him of CTIA and belief assassinations are iinked, “sure he can link" MLK, RFK. 
Wanted to set up meeting O*Connor, Matt Byrne and Bud because Byrne has info on man 
besides Sirhan. End page 1, which is marked 2. (Is there an earlier page?) 
The second page 2 was typed on a shorter piece of paper or was cut off. Lt is xeroxed 
with the preceeding page showing at the bottom and masked after the fifth line. This 
part relates to bud's saying"the three killings are from a comuon source and that 'things dovetail* in Los Angeles and New Orleans." “asking attribibuted to BJ attorney's advice 
and recommendations about grand jury 

1/25/71, Gallagher to O'Connor, original, 15 pp, 5-15 masked entirely, including even distribution copies. Titled Sing assassination, file only 144~72=662 indicated p. 1. Re their (Gallagher and "Mr. Queen")4-hour meeting with Ken Smith 1/13» He is investi- 
gater, researcher for CTIA, meeting at Bud's request. 
“Fruitjer" story bottom p. 2, continues 3 where bottom half is masked. None of these



details are secret. iasking continues through top half p.4, same (b)(7)(C),(b)(5) 
reasons given. from the bottom of 4, where it begins, all the rest is masked, 

* ‘hy are there sometines carbons in the O'Connor file, cometines originals? 

6/23/71 Pensterwald-O'Connor enclosing "serap" attached, heavily masked (b)(7)(c) 
Some of this tasked information is public, from a trial and conviction of the nasked 
nome. Tarrants. Without checking my files 1 think othe# masked nomes are of Barnes and 
iyach, However, I'm certain all of this is public. It relates to the Heridan, Misa. 
attempted bombing anc subsequent shootout that 1 have in Frame~Up.(or waa it edited out?) 
Cen this be part of tne Gelber stuff? 
Kathy is Kathy Ainesworth, 
This seems like a Somersett report. 

“(This story is largely if not entkraly public through the Byron Watson and mother effort 
taken up by Dick Gregory after they went public and then investigated by the Atlenta 

\ police 

8/26/71 Galiagher to File, Subject, Wayne Chastain, Jr., File 144=72—662. 3 pp. all 
masked unde: privacy. Queen in on 8/24 meeting Chastain asked for. “e said what he 
said “mostly" reported to FBI in 1969. Where are relevant FBI files froz “emphis Fede, 
not oaly frou “elley's promise but such apecifies as other suspecta? 
The masiing on Dp. 1 is ridiculous, spurious because it has all been published repeatedly, 
including by Chastain. Of what can be detected through the masking the first name is 
Walter "Jack" Youngblood, the second Walter Buford. Youngblood is known to FBI, DJ and 
Cla, wong federal agencies. The inference here is that he was a suspect. 
Re? has reference to arrests other suspects. 

on Pe 5 even includes the number but at that point no masking is indicated, Here even a nickname is wasked.So is Russell X, Thompson, Senavides. In addition to 
other sources that are public, ali of this is in Gerold Frank's book, What is not here 
and may be part of the masking on p. 1 of 2, where even the paregraph number is masked, 
is the sllegation of Youngblood’s CIA and Castro connections, 
The larger masking could contain indications of other records. 
under the number 3. there is a "3B" but no "A," 
If this is the complete memo-and it ends rather abruptly if it is - the first paragraph 
on the first pages refers to the “other information available to us," one would think relevant to this story. Is it anywhere provided? With Chastain's series of articles on this published as some was by *rank, no record in any file of any component? 

Te 11/9/72 Fensterwara to O'Connor with two enclosures not provided or explained as missing. * Stumps indicate a file other than Civil Rights, but illegible. File “os, 14.4—72—6663 144-1960, 
Is it possible, fron context, that the entire section masking on p. 1 had to be under privacy? Why net just mask neme is that is the only purpose in the masking? The bottom which is the final part of a masked paragraph clearly referes to the Brener shouting of Wallace and in the context of more on CTIA, 
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* 2/20/74, O'Connor to Pottinger, 11/19 conference with Fensterwald, 144=72—662, cesllurphy, Allen, Gardner,Horn. Masking on 1st 2 of 3 Pde 
“his client, Hr. Ray, would make no statement publicly or Privately, before a grand jusy or otherwise regarding his complicity (sic) or his accomplices (si 3 in the shooting of Dr. King." Layer's evaluation of this? And is it why Rag insisted on taking the stand? "He made aveilable to us a number of "new "leads - + some of which will have to be Cares fully explored." Some of what “are being check" followeliot attached, “rovided ehiewhere? i automatic versus stick shift in Hustang. (New 2 yrs after Frame-Up?) 

2e masking after Xavier Von foss, 
4. if true, would disclose Ray in coutact with a Virginian while in Lisbon, Hasked, de Silly and factually incorrect, 

nin with" jeatdor Bote a"Bones wiek'°.TEBLGSSE ers ham, Baputvel. Tt apocars to comect
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(in fact, this has the effect of connecting Ray with Peres.) 
9. Has Bud saying Ray never robbed « bank but reports an PEI investigation showing 
Ray had. Not provided, The formulation leaves the number of bank robberies wmstated, 

The further information “ud promise alsd is to be oursued. 

2/22/74, Stephen Horn to The Piles on “ing ass. 144=72662, This is Horn’s memo on the 
same meeting as above, 8. it is an original, do distribution indicated, 
it says the purpose was for “ensterwald to present what he “ascertained or developed 
+eeduring the course of his representation of James Earl Ray," All“within the frame~ 
work @f a conspiracy theory of the assassination." 
Horn list 22 points in the order in which Sud raised them. This means he hed notes not 
provided. 

1. is voh 4oos, here with less than a line masked for both privacy, when ven Koss 
is named, and (b)(5), which wouldhave to be limited to the eveluation of von Koss 

4 @s a nut or something like that. That BF wanted the FBI to investigate von Koss 
is not masked, nor the suggestion of a Sirhan connection. Whose privacy? 
2. Bud theorizes the dancing studio was“a contact point,” 
With these to be check, where are the reports on the results, other suspects? 
4, “Hay probably made a trip from Los Angeles to Illinois..." Clear breach his 
responsibilities to Ray and me, 
5. The longest entry, entirely masked, Fornprivacy only? Not likely. 
%. "Zhe books found in the possession of Ray when arrested could conceivably 
contain a code." (When the charge is murder one?) 
S. ly work on windowsill. Also true of 9, . 
10, If the masking here could be for privacy reasons (none are given on this page), 
the only possible meaming is a Bud effort to connect Ray with the Wallace shooting 
aud a conspiracy, which would make hin guilty - and Bud his lawyer, 
13. Sas station story. 

ee 16,17 masks the name "Raoul" which was published so many wulti-millions of times? 

tO. 

we 
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Gives description of Raoul and his eriminal specialties. After connecting Ray, 
20. What is masked here I published two years earlier, The first, the name of 
Sharles Stein, was published in syndication by “ovis .omax. Then the Esquivel masking, The factual error is probably Horn's. Like the nuuber being in 1.0, 

3/28/74 Horn memo to O'Connor, "Review of the James Earl Ray File." So they heve a "James Earl Ray file" not provided! GCsRecords, Chrono,Pottinger, O'Connor, Allen, Murbhy Horn. Stamp dated 4/1/74. DJ144=72~662, _t is to address “questions posed by you after subsequent to our meeting with Mr. Fensterwaid and to acquaint you with some of the more inportant facts." 
Here is the firs$ reference to my name:"some of the conspiracy evidence introduced by Fenstervald,Weisberg,et al," They have not provided any infor or records on me end this is covered separately by my FOIA/PA request of October, nine months ago. 
Says “in my opinion the Bureau did everything feasible to determine whether anyone else vas involved in the assassination." No records provided. On what is 9pinion based? Under the Canadian Tailored Suit and “conspiracy,” which means “other suspects," he supposedly rebuts what I said, as he says I said it, that is, about Ray's going to Birmingham. I'm not taking time to check. How the confirmation that Ray did have a suit tailored and then did leave Canddéa rbuts whet I said about his movements is left to be imagined, However, this again refers to files net provided, cither copies of pages of the beok or someone's comments on it, Also to a specific letter Ray wrote, not attached, The Camera equioment’ says Bud and 1 "raised the question! when I have never met with them I did in my book, but without the firm conclusions he attributes to ne. Agein source material not provided. What foliows has toe be based on something, not provided. A detailed something about Ray's book purchases, on sex and by mailg a special substance for haking a See-through mirrors; no details on the out—of—the ordinary cemera, which was available locally only Ray bought it by mail, unexplained;tay's Freep ad for funy several letters and his purchase by mail of cheap handcuffs, This is to theorige he was interested in
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making porne fiims of himself only and Horn's thought is actually called rebuttal. 
Now this interpretation of what Bud allegedly said is not in Horn's memo on what Bud 
said, “t is a variant of what I wrote. Sasis for this is absent in the records provided 
and is relevant to my reauest. “et's forget, except for our awn amusement, what DJ 
Calls "rebuttal" and their expectation that a wanted man is going to edvertise himself 
in a porno film 
The trip to kmmxkume: liew Orleans: All the masking here is public and there is no basis 
for any masking, Whether or not accurmbte. Or even in some areas reasonable. It also digw 
closes reports on interviews not attached and not published, like Ray's alleged anger 
when the mother aid not go with him. Even the City, New Orleans, is masked separately. 
They forget to mask “Stein” in the next graf. 

The “evidence” that “ay had no intention ei going to “ew Orleans is that he broke appoint+ 
ments to go there! But again references to meny records not provided, 

Pe4y tops again all the masking is publicepublished frequently. What is particularly in- 
teresting is that he never mentions the doctor's name. I remember it, without checking, as 
Hark Freonen. “onenof the basis of eny of this is attached or provided, Lot they gave mz 
Crewdson a copy of that FBI report, also “erold “rank had one, as I know from Crewdson's 
call to me from “elif, the night he saw Freeman, who was open with him. Some of what was 
entirely unknwon thet Crewigson did know is that “ay used his real name. If this is a bob 
tailed scription of the FBI report that was given to others and is covere @ separately 
by the request,how could Crewdson ave known not long after I left the fosbital? .e told 
me of Givil Rights contacts he had not included in these records from whet you told me, 
How covld the FBO have known whether or not Kay made e call to “ew Yrlesns without knowing 
what pay phone to check? *his is all wishful thinking without embarrassment over such 
seeming oonflicts as Rey being Grazen enought to paln guxmumm porno films of himself and 
shy enough to have to ask for help in overcoming it, 
Interesting that on page 5 they theorize that “Way's duplicate driver's license was autoe 
matically forwarded by the Birmingham post office put disclose no FBI investigation that 

produced the forwarding request regyired by the Post Office and as of the time of 
the crime required still to have been kept by the Birmingham post office. 
The clain of the masking on 5 is because if “conteins(sic) attorney's opinion regarding 
the gun Ray purshased," The whole thing and other records about in “attorney's opinions". 
Can this be applied this selectively? How in and of itself is that subject to withholding 
under (b)(5)~ more in a case like this, 
Fensterwald is next represented \and this does not duplicate the earlier fier semo on 
what Sud is said to have said on all things) as saying Ray was told to make hissclf cone 

spicuous with the rifle exchange. - 
4fter this is the Quinton Davis gum-shop story that is irrelevant and that “rank alone 
uses. I have not seen this in any other source, The énby possibility is that Enank* s 
source was GI reports, which is covered by my request, The details on pe 6, no matter 
how over-written, eliminate the possibility this could have been Ray. The rel, to Horn's 
knowledge, places “ay elsewhere. However, there is here reference to "the artists cone 
ception of Ray" and we have no way of ldtowing which one where we are told there was 
more than one. I do not recall one"with a thinner face," 
But if this story were trueg it leaves no basis for Ray's eechanging a .30-05 for a 243, 
Horn stretches se hard he says on the aame page that "the evidence" Ray was at these gun 
shops if “overwhlenins" ani then overwhelms binself in the middle of the same page by 
eit@ng the FBI proof that it was also impossible. 
2 grafs masked as attorney's"opinions regarding Boyt s gun purchase," 
References to Brewer and Reeves follow. In neither case does Hoern say neither identified, 
Here they say that the FBI is the source on the arrest of the masked name, Loungblood. 
They do say arrest. The man was arrested as a suspect, whether or not someone later 
exculpated him.



Bottom p 8 quotes “the witnesses around and delow"King!/as agreeing that the shot, from 
statements not attached or provided, "came from the area of the back of 422 1/2 South 
Main Street, though one (not identified] says it came from the bushes..." Horn here 
discloses detailed knowledge of the terrian and elevations. 4¢ then offers what here 
is not withheld under (7)(C), an opinion,"almost impossible to pinpoint the bushes or 
the window as the exact spot" from the motel. 
P. 9:"Weisberg's theory [There has to here been no reference to the fact of uy having 
published a book or its sources] that the fact that “ing was bent over the balcony 
accounts for the path of the bullet in his bodg is not in accord with the evidence." 
What poison to have kicking around in countless official files! 
Z¢ is not my “theory.” It is in fact what I quote directly from the court transcript, 
the testimony of the medical examiner, I abso publis in facsimile som» of the autopsy 
proctocol, including body charts. If King were not bent over the shot had to have come 
from the moon, Sr a satbellite.With the alleged source of the shot only 4° above the 
vietim, has anyone else another explanation of how “ing was hit in the right mandible 
by a bullet a fragment of which came to rest under his left scapula? (There here is no 
mention of the wounds, better for izisinforming superiors, there laso having been on 
not immediately visible to those at the scene.) 
Next at this late date Stephers is taken for real and presented that way. Although 
Horn admits Stephens’ “accounts...vary" and although Stephens almost immediately said 
Ray is not the man he claims to have seen, Horn says "He gives a fair description which 
fits Ray." With "his back to Stephens yet." Jowers having been earlier quoted, what he 
geid about Stephens’ extreme drunkenness, even for Stechens, is not mentioned, 

© sources ar: given or attached. The extrmity of the falsification appears to be continuous. 
in what follows, and here used only invpart’ the three in Sanipe's “all said...left the 
seene in a white Mustang." None said this and Canipe told me he neither saw any car nor 
ever told anyone he had. Las ‘ayne was with me. Mid-April this year, so it does not 
depend on your recollection from 1971. 
Fascinationg the last sentence on p.9 about Harold Varters"Later he told Percy Foreman 
that he coulnd’t swear to it,” that is, standing “right next to the assassin." How do 
they know what anyone told Foreman when Foreman used none of this in court? 
Bottom 10, top 11 withheld under (b)(5) as “opinions and advice." Is not that the purpose 
of the entire long memo (14pp.)? Can this be applied sslectively? (As elso with me?) 
11, bottoms"There was no indication that these cartridges had veer been loaded. "False. 
The marks are on the military rounds, The FBI reports show this. a 
12, Hustand broadeast:"...there is no mention of this ibecident in our files, Frank 

gives a good explanation..." What kind of file do they have? This was one of the early and 
lingering sensations, widely published and broadcast. Frank's “good explanation" of a 
crime of which the police allegedly had proof resulted in neither charge nor trial and 
is denied by the "teenaged" against whom there also was no FCC action, 
“Both Fensterwald and Weisberg have strongly urged thet there were two Mustangs. They offer 
as support the fact that Ray originally purchased a Mustang with en automatic transmis~ 
sion,"etc. Top 13"Both Fensterwald and Weisberg are mistaken," followed by uncredited 
quotation of apparently FBI reports on the filling~station attendants. 
“two Hustangs" did not originate with either one af us. J+ was in the early and continuing 
news accounts, this, while it is only part of what I wrote, in my writing is not given as 
my own work but is attributed to cited public sources, However, the really significant 
part of this and what has to be in the FBI reports not mentioned what my owm interrogations 
of FBI witnesses confirmed and I believe has been substantiated in the evidentiary hearing~ 
is that there was a second white car, it was Ray's and it never was where the FBI seid. The 
errors in the news accounts come from the lying in the official accounts, The car reported 
where the official accounts have Ray's, despite the suppressed official records saying 
the opposite, was not a Mustang, as the official acounts had it and the press got from hhem, 
Consistent withtx this is Horn's lie about Canipe’s idéntification. Or, what a classic 
example of the deception from below of all higher officials. Or the contriving or a record
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accurate paraphrases that are deliberately misrepresentative on fact and on attribution 
to what I as a person said whereas ali to this point is twisted from the never-mentioned 
book, (Except that Bud gave them a copy of it.) 
The Atlanta map. The deception here is not innocent. The files is fot “silent” on the 
fingerptints on the (six map, There were, I think, four, They cite Frank instead of the 
FBI reports because the FBI reports do not have Ray's prints on any map except a meaning-~ 
less one. As I remember my source, several years before *rank's book, it was the papers. 
However, referring to my beck, which Horn clearly has read, would also have directed 
those above Horn to the serious problems 1 pinpointed and Frank did not. How, for one 
examphe in Horn's own words, can a regular cosmercial gas-company map of a city be in 
sufficient detail to permit the encircling of “King's homejohurch and office?" 
There is here no Horn innocencey nor on the part of anyone who had any knowledge of the 
case and read what he writes without questions. Indeed, how could these places be "the 
locations at the center of sech circle?" 
Vou Koss. iio mention, “Apparently the Bureau never came up with his name," 4+ didn&t 
read’ Look?” and it sin’t mentioned in the Freedman FBI report? - 
P, 14, the Sth under miscellaneous points is entirely masked mder a privacy claim. 4“o clue 
to what it is. The explanation does not say that masking would have resulted in a Violation 

“of the privacy of an individual."I'm inelined to doubt the legitimacy by now. I've not 
to here seen a single legitinate case, 
Under (7) there is finally a mention that "Weisberge's book mentions.” I doubt very much 
that “Weisberg again assumes this man was a co-conspirator." I quoted only published 
sources on this man's finding of an envelope addressed to Ray “that “ay left in a phone 
booth." However, the accuracy of the incident is here confirmed. (In no case, despite 
his 1 » docs Horn attribute factual error to me.) 

(s) He fails to mention this as coming from my work but he agrees "It was impose 
sible to identify any marks on the window sill as made by the murder weapon," This is, in 
fect, an enormous understatement of what the FBI reports say. 
Attached as an unnumbered page is a chart of the area. While it hes defects and some is 
not included in this xerox, there is no doubt that it refers to two Mustangs, if again untruthfuliy and deceptively. 1% locates both camfs gxmctiy as I do in Frame-Up, 
11/28/76 wemo from Pottinger to Thirnburgh) Sss$ AG Criminal) is maskea except the 
subject, which hides even what that subject is:"ing/FBI *nvestigation." This elearly 
is a reference to what is hidden te this point, this was another, the third known, in- 
ternal investigation of the FBI's conduct re “ing, not just the assassination, Even 
the page nusber does not appear, it is impossible to kmow whether there was only a 
single page or an entire book. The masking is so complete it mxik excludes coven the 
file designations :* is NOT the Civil Bivisiots file copy, which would be a carbon with 
other designations not on the original. 
In the explanation of the masking the subject is again indefinite and misleading, “the 

FSI investigation." (Pottinger's then wass months old, yet this is the first reference 
to at.) The description would appear to be impossibler"Rntire deleted documents consists of a discussion of investigatory ves relating to the King/¥BI investigations contents deleted pursuant te section (o)(79(B) 
There is no blank immunity eas here allegede st is conditioned on many thinks, beginning 
with what is central, was Pottinger “conpiling" this for “law enforcement purposes," 
was note He was determining whether to recommend to the AG that theye be an investigation 
of the FBI's King conduct. But even this is further limited by the then limited exenption, “put only to the extent that the production of such records would," with (E) then requiring the iupossible in this cases"disclose investigative techniques snd proeedires," “oreover, is it not on the face of it impossible for the lawyers of the Civil Richts Yivsion to have either the capability or the function required by this exemption? (Whether or not relevant this follows Adans' testimony before the Church comuittee by eight days. Acams disclosed FBI inproprities reiKingsby the FBI. Re ig Deputy Associate Director.) (What another coincidence: this is the day we filed the complaint in this case,)
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12/1/75 "SPECIAL" from Pottinger to Jim Turner,3ob Murphy,Bill Gardner, Frank Allen and 
Steve Horn, from the marking this coming from Horm’s file gnjy (ask for copocs from all, 
with no notations, if any, masked), on the subject"Martin Luther King, Jr.” 
While it may not be certain, it does eppear that a page not provided is bent over, in 

the upper left-hand comer, 
This is the only record to date with anything like this stapled on- SPECIAL notice, in 

very large letters. 
Note the subject doses not inelude even « suggestion of any investigation. It is King. 
Period. . 

Hote these coincidences: 
The day we filed the Complaint, 11/28, was « Friday. 
The date on this memo is 12/4. . 
It happens that 11/28 was a Friday and 12/1 is the oxic e 
And this the y single recérd in all my cases and all those provided without suit 
important ebough in any way to have thie special "SPICIAL” Jabel attached? 
igre is the explanation of the musing, which is 100% except for the aboves . 
"Entire deleted documents contains (sie) investigatery procedures relating to the King 
assassination; documont deleted pursuant to section (er) Ge 
This happens to be the only such memo from Pot r to bis staff, The number of addressees 
just happend to be exactly that reported by the “dimes as working on the FBI's miscon~ 

duct, uot “investigatory procedures." 
The masking eliginates even the file number = and this is a carbon, ani the carbons 

fio bear other information that cannot be encompassed by this exemption, even if valid. 
Ho other files from which we could request relevant records, or seek discovory. 

Yo routing, which again directs to relevant records and discovery 
No purpose of the "SPECIAL." 
That it “contains” whatever somebody means by “investigatory procedures, and I think it 
ean not, still does not mect the requirement of the exemption. Im no case when this 
exemption was invoked is there a statement required for the exemption to be applicable. 
Only beginning with law enforcement purpose, as with “SUBJECT: Martin Luther King Jr.” 
is impossible more than seven and a half years after his death. Prior to that there must 
be the “compiling” for this purpose. After this there is the cited limitation of exemption, 
"but only to the extent that the production of such records would (H)diselose investigative 
techniques and procedures," clearly impossible in the sense intended, disclosing secrets. 
Prom the subject alone this is impossible, as it is from everything else. i'd recommend 

a motion to produce for in camera inspection and demand a charge of fraud if the judge 

finds we have been defrauded, 
In this one and the obe before it the applicability of the exemption is clear}y impos= 
sible becauss the exemption relates to unknwon methods and prodedures, not those that are 
commonplace and well kmown, If these really do relate to “ing, this all followed Adams’ 
public confession and as of the tine of withholding we are mere than a halfyeor past 

that, with none of the bugging, tapping, ete.s, sven mail opening now seeret, 
Moreover, they do have an “Inves. iles"(see “o. 15) and show no coyy to it up to this 
point and including these records in particular. Also #16 

12/18/75 Pottinger to aG (carbén, dated 12/17/75) Re: in Luther & 
because of Philip W. Buchan's forwarding a request for a resinvestigation from Dick Greg» 
ory and Ralph Abernathy with two names “allegedly in possession of evidence of a consyir— 
acy." Neither buchen's letter nor the Gregory-Abernathy request are attached. 
CC% to Records, Chrono,Pottinger, Turner, DAG, Murphy, Gardner, Horn. 
from most of these. this adds the DAGS&s office to those of which 
Masking after opening graf claimed privacy is ridiculous. Gregory and Abernathy made it all public, (as it hag been long before they become interested. It is not prebably that 
the two > and not the convicted criminals Watson and Andrews. There is thc Masking of one name in the final » The Pate f 7. § r went public on their own, Watson vo a eee sea a ag eT Ketaaracy a 

g Assassination, 

We have no copies 
compliance negative.
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this story as a means of springing him from jail, "Cliff" Andrews on and with CBS TV : 
which was working on a “King” Special aired shortiy after this memo. There was no 
privacy to protect and everyone in Justice knowing anyone about these stories has to 
know it. How nonesecret the story had been is proven in the masked parts of #4, the 
memo on the meeting with Ken Smith, 1/25/71. Moreover, as the memo says, there was 
also an Atlanta police investigation the results of which were made public, again leaving 
no privacy; and the Atlanta police asked “the Department to investigate further" but 
in the words of the memo "supplied no sound reasons for doing so." In the absence of 
a prior Yepartmental investigation, no indication of which exists in these recoras, 
there was enough in the Atlanta report, which I have, to justify resolving thosé dobts, 
even if it conciuded as I had about 1971 that there was no connectoon with the King as- 
Sassination. Extensive other criminality is reported eredibly by one involved and efter 
telling the original story convicted, Watson. . 
They forgot to mask Andrews’ name, Pe2,line 5:"We are familiar with C.H.Andrews' conspir- 
acy allegations" via the story he told “ivingston, here entirely inaccuretely repres- 
ented as "he and two other individuals had kilied Dr, Kingese™ 
Pottinger gives this explanation of how the Department learneds"Livingston advised 
District Attorney Seneral Hugh Stanton of “emphis and he in turn sévised the FBI." 
This is clearly withing the Complaint and has not been supplied by the Department or the 
FBI and was in the “emphis Field Office when it was searched. It is enother "suspect" 
and it is a record of one in the files prior to the swearing in this ease thet there 
were no other suspects. Suspects means only those considered suspect in any way by any 
one, not only convicted criminals, 
The next craf reports that two wmmanmed "at vorneys of this Divison interviewed Andrews 
in Calgary, Alberta," where he was in jail. interesting question, I think, i$ why they 
did not ask the TBI to do it. The report of this interview not supplied, if covered.A 
footnote says they received information from Bud on this. They find it relevant by supbiy- ing other 5ud records, including Smith, but they de not provide any record on this. Masking follows, deletion explanation in margin, (b)(5), atcomey's opinion. This memo 
prior to this already includes "attorney's opinion and has a footnote on it. If the opinion is that e convicted con man is a con man how is that exempt? Or a recomuendation to do nothing uore, how is that exempt? Even if it has to do with “regory and Abernathy, how 
is that exempt? 
So we have a memo to the Attorney General reporting on a White House request that is not attached or even really described and entirely omits the major part of the Sregory- 
Abernathy request by omitting any reference to the public Watson allegations. Maxtiiexdx 
2/10/75 (carbon, dated 2/9/75, Horm to Murphy, formation ¢ ning Drug Dealing James Bor] Ray in Missouri, State Pe ghiary."The entire two pages ex pt for this are masked. This includes where copies axe filed, the file number other than DJ 144—72— 562, if any, st c. the claim is to privacy, “unwerranted," of course. Now the 2ntixe meno cannot be withheld on this ground, The zost that can be claimed is the right to mask. There is nothing new in the allegation and there has been extensive reporting of the allegation, with public and published sources ranging from fellow inmates, one of whom is & reparter who wrote a first=person story to the warden and other prison officials. ‘he allegations were published widely in other ways, including books that received extensive attention, including on TV. The clain "not reasonably segregable" appears to be invalid, particularly when they decline to state it is Ray's privacy they seck to protect. if it were not another exemption would be of possible applicability, not this. if it is, there is no Ray privacy to protect on this score. Moreover, prior to this masking there was new anc extensive attention in Time magazine's treatment of the unpublished NeMillan book due later this year. 

2/ /Tiy carbon, deted 1/26/71, DI 14472662, Leonard to Hoover, "Assussii m of My Luther King, Jr.froefted by O'Connor, adds to the other carbon routings and filings " aves. File" from which we have yet to redeive a sing] © record when clearly they are applicable, relevent and called for, 
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* Opening reference is two two Hoover memos, 12/22/70 and 1/1/71, enclosures and “ather 
communicathonsuin the captioned matter." None of this is supplied. lf this memo is cale 
led for then those to which it responds ajso would seem to be, 

i# From the blank pages supplied, amking a total of four pages only, there seems to be no 
need for the Gouble stapling visible in the upper left-hand corner, This suggests that — 
the referenced records were attached and were withheld without even expjanation. The 
Clain to exemption is limited to this_one document,, with no reference to attachments, Two of the four pages are blank. A thid has a single short paragraph remaining, barely 
over four lines of type. The first has remaining only two short paragragsh, each of less 
than three lines of typing and on the only other typed material all expept a little 
more than three lines is masked, 
For this the claim is “unwarranted invasion of the privacy of an individual" gnder (b)(7)(c)s 
There is the additional claim that of what was not eliminated ghtirels"portions have 
been deleted which contain information about investigatory proceduressdeleted pursuant to section (b)(7)(Z)." As about, this is neither the language nor the intent of the 
exemption. If it were e FBI record would not be exempt. 

# Common sense establishes that sitkx no claimed exepption can apply to what is masked in 
the first paragrpah after the reference to the still withheld comuunications from Hoover. It also establihes no basis for withholding at least one of the attachments to the 12/22/ 
70 Hoover memo,"an undated flyer or newsclipping.” Whichever it is it is public, pub- 
lished and not subject to any exemption of withholding. With regard to privacy, even the 
operative word always ignored,"unwarranted" is not necess,ry here for there is no pri- 

vacy with regard to + e published. And in even the Tenguage that is not that of the 
. Glaimed exemption, a publisher "flyer or newselipying" is not "information about ine 
vestigatory procedures." 
either claimed exemption would seem to be sble 40 apply to the description of what is 
included in this withheld published material,"refers to an interview between," followed 
by the masking. 

t The second numbered paragraph, II, would seem to be masked to hide an impropriety or 
illegality, not “information about investigatory procedures.” Hoover's 1/1/71 & 
"contains information goncerning a piece of mail addressed to James Earl Ray," followed 

by masking of the balance of this page and the top of the next one, If this masking 
denies knowledge of the content, one of the more reasonable suspicions is that this 
letter addressed to a prisoner all of whose mail, including that from and to his attomeys had been intercepted and copied by his prosecutor by written direction of the sheriff 
whe had been told to denckickuxis intercept and deliver it by the prosecutor, had been im= properly intercepted and copied, In addition, Ray had been the recipient of anonymous 
and "nut" xtx letters some of which were prejudicial and baseless. These include from two women whose identities are not secret through their own actions. 
With this documents t he invalid chaim to the privact exemption can be taken to apply to all that is withheld. Unlike other eases there is no specific allocation of claim to Sxemption. The"portions" for which the (b)(7)(E) claim is made are hot indicated. In this case it does appear that neither can be applicable. 
One possibility is that an intercepted letter is attached and the masking hides this. # Part of III is masked. From content neither exemption can apply. It is in reference te an attachment not supplied, Miss Gallagher's memo "reflecting the report of an inter» View with Mr. Ken Smith, a retired former executiveebranch and Senate investigator who is deprecatingly referred to as “a ‘researcher' for the Committee to Investigate KARAX Assassinations." From here to the end masking is complete, almost all of this page and all of the next two. The elliptically—deseribed attachuent is not otherwise identified, Tt could be the 1/25/71 memo that is the fourth document in this series, of the 1/13/71 interview with Suith. 
“t is apparent that when Smith appeared voluntarily to report there is no claim to 
privact and none is "warranted." It also is apparent that no arcane investigatory secret can be involved, “et all the rest about this and the attachment are withheld on Pg other claim. The 1/25/71 memo has no blanket claim to imaunity made for it and there
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no claim to the applicability of (b)(7)(&) with regard to tim it, either. Instead 
there is an occasional claim to (b)(5) and (»)(7)(C). 
The masking of the last part of ParagraphliI as dsintinguished from the total masking 
of the remainder of the page is visible in the xeroxing. From the context what was 
deleted by masking here. the report or comment on it and/or Smith ané/or the CTIA, oan 
not fali within either claimed exemption. 
Secause of the carelessness with which theese frivolities with the law and abuses and 
deniels of my rights were executed by those accustomed to the protect of great power 
it isppossible to state with come certainty that the very first attachment of those 
attached to this Leonard memorandum and here withheld is the Gallagher memo on the 
meeting with Smith. This is established by the shine-through in the xeroxing. The 
tissue=paper permitted the date to shine through onto the final page from the next page 
imuxtbeatetex of those withheld pages attached to the memo. +t also established that the 
attachment was a different copy than that supplied, which wes an original. The attach 
ment ig a carbon copy.ASSHRESE Its upper right-hand corner holds the date “January 25, 
197%. .y measurement of the page~limit lines visible in the xeroxing, it is the identical 
distalice from the top of the page. Moreover, the shine-through in the upper left<hand 
comer permits what was not obliterated by the adding of a piece or more opague paper 
used in masking the fourth page of the Gallagher memo to be read with clarity. lt is 
elso readily determined that this typing was added after the original typing of the 
attachment was removed from the typewriter, when it was again put in a typewriter. 
The upper line reads Sittexntias/ “T, 1/25~26/71." Below it,"K. William O'Conner." 
Here it should be noted that on the first page of the Leonard memo to “oover, which is a 
carbon, in the exact same point there appears “T. 1/26/71," with the addressee under 
it in eactaly the same relationship as it "K.William O'Connor," the addressee of the 
Gallagher Mee 

Under the most adverse interpretation possible it thus scems that of the attached . 
aa Geliagher memo it was necessary to supply whet is not claimed to be covered 

vy (b)(5). 

3/23/71 Leonard memo to Hoover, prepared by MG (onica Gallagher, thic xerox from the 
copy routed to her file) DY 144-724-662. This carbon, which is another illustretion of 
the seed for the rpoduction of duplicate copies to establish compliance or noncom 
pliance, reflect there is an “Inves. file" from which we have not received s Single record. 
The masking is so close to total, all but a single sentence, it is impossible to know 
whether there were other withheld pages or attachments. The claim is thet no portions 
are segregable and to exemption under (b)(7)(C) and (B), with the same misquotation of 
(Z) that appears in sll claims to it in this batch of 32 decuments, 
The underscored title, of two lines, is “Assagsination of Martin Luther King,Jr; CIVIL 
RIGHTS." The only other indication of contents includes what is withheld still: This, the 
opening sentence, is ail that is not masked:"Reference is made to your memorandum dated 
Herch 15, 1971, at Atlenta and to previous communications in the captioned matter." 
it seems unlike that what is route’ to the "Inves, file” as most of these records were 
not and what it responds to are clearly within the request that in his pretense of 
compliance is specifically said to include the amended complaint, too. 
While with the totality of the obliteration it is not possible to know the contents, in 
time this is not long after Ken Smith and Burd gave their Atlante story to Gallagher and 
Quaen, as reported in #4. If that is the subject, portions should also be segregeble. 
This also coincides in tine with a hearing in Memphis before Judge William Williams on & habeas corpus petition and with the mailing of strange letters te Say from the 4¢lanta 
general area. 

2/25/74 O*Connor memo to #xenl Allen, an original which eliminate records of duplicate filing and if my recollection is correct, the only record we have obtained from the 
Alien file, this, obviously, permits the denial of other information on the carbons, not only the identification of the duplicate files. This copy does not even have DJ file number written on. i“ ” °



Of the three numbered pages all of the second and the lower pert of the first, begins 
ning in midjsentence, are withheld. The added explanation says that ell of whet is withe 
held is under "contains information about investigatory procedures," (b)(7)(E). The same 
claim for all is made mder (b)(5) as "contains the opinion of the attorney." Yet the 
subject seems to be entirely two books, mine and ‘renk's, (There is little doubt they 
did not wait three years to obtain a copy of my bock when it was involved in litigation 
against then.) 
Unlike the other records, O'Connor's title for this memo is “James Bar) Ray Gase." 
O*Conner had e separate Ray file he maintained in his office from which we have not 
received a single paper, 
The opening sentence refers to the Fensterwald letter of 2/21/74, not attached, perhaps 
another reason for using the originel rather than the copy from the Allen file, *t is not 
likely that DJ and/or FBI waited two years to get a copy of the Frank syeophaney, which 
oacludes otherwise unpublished official materia] as cited above, 
They do net mask the “opinion of the attorney" about these books, @inding the one that 
supports the official account “more objective in his approach." Objectivity is determined 
here by the absence of any questioning of the official account, thus the opinion need. 
not be masked. 
Where masking becomes hecessary, as they conceive necessity it without reasonable Queso 
tion cannot involved "investigatory procedures" but is in wheat can be taken as a slurring 
coment on the District court of appeals if not also on me. his masicing begin bn the 
second paragrpah of the first page and in continuous through* the second vage. (It is 
clearly covered by my separate request for everything on me now overdue as reported 
above and may be undef the request relating to other writers that foes way back, to 
prior to the filing of this request.I think 1969.) In what can only be a reference to 
what in district court was 6.A.230170 O'Connor says i have an FOIA case "which is bouncing around in the Court of Apprals for the District of Columbia «< you should read it cares 
fully, if you have not done so, and ask SEZRORGXKEURERR anyone else woricing on this mate 
ter to read the case," where the masking belgings. 
(What this means is that if and when they over respond on my personal-files request we'll have to ask for a search of the files of everyone working on the “ingsRay case in Civil 
Rights alone for any records of any Kind. Why all his staff of I think six lawyers alone should read that case I don't know. There is no normal relevance except for what the DF 
knew well enough and no record turned over shows, I did the investigation that led te the successful petition to the sixth cireuit and the evidentiary hearing in "The James 
Warl Ray Case," 
There is a possible relevance in this entirely misrepresentative description of that CBS. The majority of the appeals panel ruled in my favor and ordered a remand in which I would be given a full opportunity to explore the integrity of the FBI's representations. The minority said I should be forfended fron carrying my investigation further in th. JFK cases DJ then asked for a received an 2 beng hehearing which was tainted by misrep~ resentations so permeating and. corrupting thet this particular case is the first of four Cited in the Senate as requiring the emending of FOTA, 
The record in that case is LOPES » “ach of the lawyers merely reading it cost the Govern ment much time and money, 
However, it was neither “bouncing” nor even before the appeals court, to which it hed gone three years earlier. The only reason there was more than one trip to the appeals court had nothing to do with me. 4+ was DJ, which uses "bouncing" as a representation of this. I think it is a slut on that Court for permittin such a thing. +t is on me, implying irresponsibility on my part when in the end I have prevailed on it, as recently as “uly 7 with an exceptionally strong remand, 
From this alone I believe that what is withheld is relevant if only as a reflection of the personal involvenents as they influence judgement end the judgement itself in this and other withholdings, the issue presently before this Court in 1996 The sole claim on p, 2 is the customary misquotation of (o)(7) (zB). If as is probably the one paragraph on pe 3 is ell that page, it¢ opend with s reference
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* that pretty certainly destroy the validity of the immunity claimt"after the study of the 
files has been thoroughly pursuedee." 
There is no reference to any file in whet was not masked. The study of the file is not 
encompassed by either of the claimed exemptions. Nor is even the existence of the file, 

which may be relevant in this aause and compliance in it. 
What follows without interruption teflects the high probability of atill another with- 
holding not covered by cither claimed exemption:"...I would like to meet with pumx 
and diseugs again with you and Horn the digections which we may take." He set a tentative 
date fer arch 15,1974. 
One apparént reason for deceptive claims to imaunity can be in the “discuss again... the 
directions which we may take." This on the subject of "The James Earl Ray Casee" (One 
would prefer to assume not in connection with my book that long before then was off 
the market! ) 
What was there for the Separtuent to have any connection with in the Ray case, which was 
not a federal prosecution and involved no federal charge. True, the FBI has pre«empted 
the investigation, imuediately and without legal authority. But from the time the “epart~ 
ment delivered Ray to “emphis authorities in July of 1968, this was not as a matter of 
law a federal case and the only proper involvement of the Civil Rights Bivision in any 
muder under any federal lew is as part of a conspiracy to murder, inder the Civil 
Rights Act. let this is ruled out by the public and inc~court insistence thet there had 
been no conspiracye “r, no fe deral jurisdiction. “orcover, on this very point 0'Comor 
deprecates me on page 1, as "absolutely committed to the conspiracy concept," hardly a 
dispassionate ‘if also not deleted) “opinion of the attorney.” 
So, impropriety or embarrassment are apparent possibilities in actual explanation of 
the withholding, 

The vojuninous nature of the mumkeixiities file all reeference to which is masked or 
a@ staggering amount of work are the most apparent explanations of his then asking is 
18 days is "too soon.” 
Not attached and not provided is O'Connor*s Attached...letter I have sent to Bud Fen~ 
sterwald," 
P, 1 refers to %k the "attached envelope.” Why attach an envelope? CTIA? 

1/22/76 “Outside Contact" fomn/HEPAD ice Epstein, Church Committee. This discloses other 
withheld records snd is otherwise incomplete and not«possibly the first such contact 
in a sense not addressed by what follows, It also cannot be the gnly contact with 
Epstein, a former Department employges when Epstein was in charge of the Cherch com 
—" King assassination work and this date was so close to the end of “the committee's 

'e 

It refers to “our most recent letter" but only one is provided, #19. If that is the most 
recent then there were others not provided that preceeded it. The clear indications are 
of DJ agcess to committee information, not in anysense the reverse. They have found 
this relevant. Nancy Sweesy is a new name in ces. 

1/1/76 Fottinger(by Murphy) to F.4.0.Sghwara, Church committee, DJ.144~72u662, og DJ 
gettin® Shurch information, records, efers ts “discussions” before christmas on which 
no memos provided, ~ 
"Our meeting" of 12/4,5" on which no memo provided and Pottinger's earlier letter, also 
not provided 
This actually has Pottinger trying to learn from committee the identities of witnesses 
learned of from files DJ provided committee! Some internal "investigation." 

1/13/16 "Outside Contact" form re Murphy's comtact with “hurch comittec's Joe Dennine 
CR wanted Church info on Sing and"the Fairfax breakin,"Latter “before the statute of 
limitations expires." References to earlier a d coming letters not provided. 

12/18/75 Pottinger memo for AG, "Subject: Attached “eport" that is not attached, in 
response to the regory~Abernathy telegram also not attoched. provided. tip objection 
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also not provided, "Back Renorandas..are available" and not provided. See also #24. 

12/4/75 memo, Levi to Hoover, Re “Martin Luther King, Yr, (Somehow these people never 
do use the "Br! but perhaps that is practise, as perhaps it is to mistitle records, 
this one pot being about “ing, But then they also write memo that do not say what they 
are about so that in the future people will have to consklt newspapers and other 
sources to learn, This one, 10 days after the fact, informs Hoover that Levi on 
11/24/75 “directed” Pottinger and Thornburgh (Criminal) “to review the files releting to 
Martin Luther King, Jre, and make a recowmendation as to whether the assassination case 

should be reopened." It is im to be “conducted throughly but with dispatch" because "I 
believe it is of the highest Departmental priority." 
Well, after five of Pottingers' staff hed been on it for about a half year, not a bit 
too mach “dispatch,” is there? . 
What else does the AG say? “e is “sure" of Kelley*s “cooperation” and he asks elley 
to break his back to helpskg to “assign one person responsible for assisting in this 
investigation." 7 
Copies are indicate to *hornkurgh, from whem we have received nothing since the 

judge seid she ruled in our favor on the Motion to Compel of 7/1/76 or in more than 
2 weeks. 

CC writben in are for Turner,Hurphy, Gardner,Allen and Horn, probably xeroxese 
There is an especially elliptical reference te no more than "recent testimony," 
without saying even where. Clearly to Adams’ Church comittee testimony, And all of 
this as though it came from e vacuutte 
My recuest was more than seven months without response. “y spveal had not been xampaiei 
for amy months. Ft was not only kmow that in time I would go to court, but there was 
an added probiem , a much less inclusive request from CBS TV, which had earlier been 
in touch with me. There was no deubt that the Department had unwelcome choices: between 
complying with the law and giving me what I asked for and riskine a judicial reprimand 
for non-compliance. This was further compliacted by a real fear,in the words of SERuSHX 
Stephen Horn's 11/3/75 memo to Fottinger, attributed to Quinlan Shea of the Deputy 
AG's FOIA unit:"being "lasted* (on the air) by OBS for being ‘uncooperative." 
It was even more complicated than thist Civil Rights wanted no disclosure based on a 
spurious claim that it would hurt Ray in any trial, for all the world as though in a 
trial ail the evidence would not have been mobilized against him. But the Duputy AG's 
representative said "that the case law could support disclosure under the circumstances." 
Despite this, “he did dtate thet he may in the final analysis, adopt our position.” 
Who in Justice really gives a damm about law when there are political objective to be 
sought or achieved? 
The complications did not end because some of the sogght records “hate already been made 
public, in ome form or another,” from “the extredition proceeding in Ebgland? to "the 
‘mind<trial’ wherein the state prosecutors made a proffer to satisfy the dourt that 
there was a basis for the guilty pleas...” 
On that occasion, in Horn’s ow words he argued "that the fact that evidence may thave 
been released in one form may not justify its release in anothers es. & big difference 
between the affidavit of an BRI expert, alreddy mede public | Mex Yeah= by a summary 
judgement I got in 71870, not voluctarily] and the disclosure of the xmeuhrta 
actual raw data and photogrpahs upon which he formulated his opinion. (Obviously, CBS and 
Weisberg see the difference, too, why else go through the FOIA pemeess to get material 
piready a matter of public record?)* 

I must note that the lawyer, Horn makes a perjurer of filty and completely corroborates 
what I_ told Silty and Wiseman shat the photographs I asked for and did not get were 
essential in corrobotation and substantiation of the praffer of evidence. This is about 
the same as Horn's “upon which he formulated hisuopinion," he biting one of the proffered 
FBI witnessese from that proffer the photographs asked for have to have existed, as Horn 
also here SaySe 

It gets hairier when they did not expect the light of day. Haw and the requirement of



  

are immaterial to those dedicated to "Civil Rights: "fhe possible legal theories L ste] 
for non-disclosure is not the present issue." This “present issue" &e a political, got 
a legal determination: "What is important now is whether the “epartment decides to contest 
disclosure in COUT Gace” 

Se, immediately before this memo the KKK AG signed it was known that I was about to sue, 
(There was no time for CBS to get into court before the acheduled airing time.) 
The 1974 disclosures in court, which include of perjury, Gid not trigger a new intorbal 
investigation, My pending suit could have been the cause and probably was. There had been 
an earlier internal "investigation" by the same civil libertakians. That one alse coinci. 
ded with en earlier FOIA action by mee Obviously one should have sufficed if an investi« 

tion was the real purpose of the “investigation{" inquiry Levi told Kelley about. 
That the new one was not for new evidence is established by the fact that the records 

delivercc do not refer to the transcript of the evidentiayyhearing and neither Ray's 
investigator nor counsel have been asked to help. In fact, my offer to Levi remains 
without response.) _ 
Whag clse does the “epartment propare and file utterly meaningless orders by its a¢ 
the meaning of which cannot be ascertained in reading them exeept by those with considers able extewnal and detauled Imowledge? | 
The Levi directives to Pottinger and Thornburgh have not been supplied by either or 

_ by anyone clse in response. If this ig relevant, thaose directives are more relevant. 
12/4/75, Seney Sewesy to Sob Murphy. (no subjcct, file nuaber or attachments although the first line refers to “this letter"(in handwriting there is “file sse(or SSS) 144. 
72662" 
It refere to Mc ilian's phone call of the day before without there being a “contact” 
report being supplicd. 
it says “his letter had just arrived" and is not aStached. 
Horn wents Murphy to call Somilian and "find out by phone if he has anything worthwhile to say, end if so, thet you should meet with him." No relevant records attached, 
of all the FBI FOIA unét those at the meeting at the PBL, not DU, to which Horn refers he mentions only two:Bresson, who has handled the case so bagiy flawed in 75-226 thet it has just been remanéed; and Wiseman, whe was assigned to this ease. Another way of locking _8t this is one FBI expert on im me in FOIA ané his SUCCESSOT~tO—Dee 
(See 21) 12/3/75 Buchen memo to Levi ve Gregory and Abernathy a 
The attachments is aot attached. Mentioned in first sentence and noted at bottom but 
wWithheldwand public, 

11/18/75 (ex@bon says 11/17) Horn to Pottinger, DI-155-72-662, subject “Wertin Luther pv." (See also 26) Both olearly relate to a deception in Adess' Church comnittee testomony, which was not made until two days after Horn wrote tyis brief memo to Pot» Vingers Adams testimony of 11/19 is in Vol. 6, printed, 
This memo seems to exist in a vacuum but does note However, what has been supplied in Supposed compliance ~ and this does relate to the Invaders + does not include what this refers to. Invaders and Cofintelpro. I'll be addressing this separately at some point. This memo consists ot two sentences only. The first says that 10 days earlier," “ovenber 7,1975, 1 stopped in Hemphis enroute from Sabannah to conduct the newspaper search of the past editions of the PressScinitar." For what he fails to sey. And is CELE ceeXcnexathantie,xtenxontrt cio “emphis, which is on the Mississippi, "enroute" to Washington from Savannah, which is on the Atlantic? The #econd sentence iss "I checked the April i+ April 4 editions with negative results," 1/10/75 Horn to Pottinger on "“Hartin Lether Kine," 
The reason for the memo is not indicated except as the “check youzequested at our last mecting concerning this matter." Well, it is not "this maticr," King, it is indirectly stated in the second SEnEWRR peragraph,"references to Ring's motel room situation ; in the Souzerical Appeal 

     



King*s “motel voom situation” is of interest of Civil Rights when, according to what it 
supplied as distinguished from the reality not addressed this was four and a half months prior to the Attorney “eneral's directions for a new lookegee? (Yeah, they got nothin else to do een Sate Senking at “gpctin lather King* in Civil Rights.) Not that it is 
not after my request by three months, 
The only possible meaning from what 4 mow ~there is none that can be taken from any record supplied without extensive independent knowledge= is that by Yuly all those in» 
volved in the King coversup had decided on a course in which the blame would be shifted to the Departed Hoover, by the deception Adams used, without which it would also reflect on both the Bureau and the Department, This is what turned ne on when I became aware of what Adams really did~ turn a mechanical rabbit loose for hounds to chase, especially on the » while he kept the live one,in the Department/Bureau hat. 7 
There is only one significance in “ ing*s motel room situation" in “emphis because his peactise was without devietion’ he sfayed at the blackwowned Lorraine, what Horn does not 
say. The one exception is when he was, without exercising his own discretion, taken by the police to the Rivermont on 3/28, That after his elaborate checking Horn does not report this addresses Horn's purposes, not investigatory results. (It is in the record in this case attached to the gfx 6/30/76 motion.) 
That there is wexplained and umjustified masking on the scond page is quite visible. Part of the handwritten file number, 144"72-662 from what is not hidden, is covered There are three diagonal lines each one of more than one line in the xeroxing that 
are prominent. 
there remains one paragrpah of a little more then four lines. 1¢ says what in tum is deliberately deception, that the Commercial-<Appeal of 4/4/68 "dia report his presence at the Lorraine," I+ dod not say he was staying there, % did say he was dinins when he Was served with a court paper, which is hardly what Horn*implies with "aid report his presence there" in the context of "Kingts motel room situation, 
Adams misled the “hurch committee and the world with a ploy that began with non-news sxcept for one item: the FBI*s effort to persuade King to Ill himself, All clse was Welieknown and well-reported over the years, I believe I published all esle inFrame-Bp. 4e made a thing over what mm ote did not hapvent Hoover's authorizing a press campaign against ing as 2 Tom for staying at a whilesowmed motel. 
What this covered is what the amended complaint calls for and is one of the reasons for the amending of the complaint. The police and FEI had penetrated teeInvaders, the young black militants, with provocateurs, I+ was part of the Cointelpro program Civil Rights’ own confirmation is withheld in these files but was given to tes Payne and ig attached to the 6/30/76 motion in hist stories, Here in reality as it'wes as 4 general Practise the FBI worked together with the local police in such endeavors. What this means is that the Hoover/FBI/Cointelpro operation with the local police is responsible for *s being in Memphis on April 4 to be killed there, 
This is, of course, hidden in everything, Sven in liurphy's +/20/76 "RECORD OF OUTSIDE CONTACT" on Les Payne's cali. Les" story discloses that hecalled about this Invaders angle which I turned over to him earlier, Mupphey hides this in “he asked about the Lorraine Hotel and Soliday Inn matter." 
Copy attached. : 
What all this means is that Civil Rights, which also failed to do its job at the time, is an active participant in a continuing coverup that is one of the reasons for non» Compliance in this case and for regular misrepresentations to the “ourt, 

27 Pottinger's 4/12/74 xo Director, FBI, prepared by Alien and Horn, appears to have gone through at least two earlier drafts (not supplied) prior to being stamp dated. In the upper left-hand corner of this warbon there ate three dates after 1 for the first, 4/8/74; and after Ref. for "4/10/74 and 4/11/74. Subject, "Phe Assassination of Dr, “artin Luther King," it begins with what deppite all the FBI affidavits in this case we do not heve a single n 4s Bureay ' Assassina tiae Lene of Bre Bertin ange © 2 see peee ts he ee eer Lom 
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quested or desired." Snty for a search of your files," All underscored. 
it asks three questions, no data on which or response to which is supplied, about Ray's 
Visit to von Koss, which was widelt reported and confirmed by von Koss in the public 

ss3 Dr. Russell Nadley's work on ay's nose, of which the same comment is laso true 
huie initially published beth based”on what “ay wrote him); and “An alleged decision 

to change Dr, King's Memphis accomodations from the “oliday Inn..." This clearly is 
covered by the Complaint to which these 32 recorfkare supplsedly Sivil Rights’ full 
response)there is, however, no affidavit saying this), 
In this case a covy was also sent to the U.S.Attorney, in Memphis. 
What was happening during these 1974 dates? Well, there was the habeas corpus petition 
and the evidentiary heaving, in neither of which was there a federal respondent. Only, 
inherently, all these federal people on trial. 

28 3/4/Th, Horn to Files,"Assassination of Martin Luther King." DJ 144<724662. “e wes 
pho Sud who felt they should speak to William Hersey, axthor of “How to tesh In 
On ¥, ory Power." The reason:"Ray may heave been putting the encoding lists included 
in the book to some use..ehe (Hersey) covld assist us by showing fs what to look for 
(assuming the book was marked or notated in some menner)." They delayed. 

29 2 10/26=70, O'Connor ro Turner on "Fensterwald/ Ray Matter." t+ opens with reference 
to what is not att=ched,"Enclosed is a memorandum from “onica Gellagher regarding the 
Pensterwald/Rey matter." 
“t is called a coincidence that the AG also sent O'Connor Fesntervald's request Pfor 
various matters in the Sirhan case." (Thisnis under Civil R,ghts?) ye has suspicions 
because Bud never mentioned his comulttee of the Sirhan case. “hould he have to “ivil 
Rights? Is it in any way relevant? So, O'Conner does the norm if the improper, "I have 

* asked Monica to check out or information on"fhe Comuittec,” which is has never beon called. 
Hot supplicd, “Our information?" The Civil Rights iamehxiex “ivisoon has such files? 

it did a lawyer had to “check out?" Clearly this is a request to the FBI for an in» 
quiry into a lawyer who resented a cromonal defendant and absolutely no more to 
O*Connor or Civil Rights. ‘ery imporper,. 

30 1/28/74, O'Connor to Allen, whose name is stricken through and replaced in writing by 
What appears to be that of John Scott, Acott is metaioned in the single paragraph bgt 
not identified. mmimmmt This is an original bearing no file aumber so there is also no 
routing to indicate who Seott is. ,& is not mentioned in documeitis provided and of later 
date. 

* "I am retirning the dascos Earl Ray files," plural in meme, We have not been given a single 
page with this identifica tion or separate file designation. 
Allen-Scoot is to "check out the issues we discussed...possibility of grand jury inquiry 
of Ray by: a) st y the file..." With ne conspiracy considered? They are to defer 
contact with Bud, “o report on checkout or study of files provided. Why else do i + ? 

31 1/26.76 Murphy "HECORD OF GUISIDS CONTACT" with George Momilian, MoH "wanted to know if 
we would be interested in lookingatmphotostats of some check and bank accounts that he has 
which may or may not help to explain how James Earl Ray got his money after he escaped 
from Prison. NeMillen also wanted to know if ‘the material would disappear’ if he gave 
it to usa#...would we help him by telling him what we found." MoM told “imterested. Days 

* they'd get back, No record included here. (Check earlier documenis, Ir this is with 
t hem, then the question is why was this not with them?) 

32 ds Owen of Civil Rights to Cenale, 10/18/68. I will address it separately. 1: is long. 
However, the letier does include aht is covered and has not been provided, with a 
description of various categories having to do with evidence, Also "a key to the volumes 
indexed” and . Ray chronology. 

* The immediate importences of this address the deliberateness of tho false representa» 
tions made in and to the Court by Dugan (having to do with the impossibility of checking 
Gel“getiice fijes.gte) .and.unger, oth by Kilty and Wissman who, even if they did not


